Adult Ballez
with KATY PYLE

Hosted by DAN 210: Power, Structure, and the Human Body
Adult Ballez is a dance class that explores the traditionally gender-binaried, exclusive culture of ballet class, radically re-imagining it as a site of liberatory, joyful, and inclusive queer play. Shifting the focus away from traditional ideas of virtuosity, we explore the virtuosity of genderqueer embodiment, practice energetic mirroring, learn inclusive partnering techniques, seek out (and destroy) our culturally constructed biases, and discover new freedom to witness the beauty of one another as we dance to the beats of queer icons! Starting with authentic (fantasy) movement, we warm-up at the barre, then move to center to turn, jump, practice partnering, and help each other fly across the floor.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28 @ 12:30 PM
Patricia & Ward Hagan '48 Dance Studio 185 Nassau Street, 1st Floor

Classes are open to all queers and allies. Socks are useful, ballet shoes not required, beginner to advanced levels are ALL WELCOME.

Open to all Princeton students, faculty, and staff.
arts.princeton.edu